
Dragons in the City Verbs
Can you choose the best verb for each of these sentences? 
Use the word bank to help you. 

Bo                       on a dumpling. 

Bo and Evie                       through the windows. 

Everyone                        their wishes on the wishing tree.

Evie                       some coloured sweets. 

  bought     gazed     nibbled    hung
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Dragons in the City Verbs Answers
Can you choose the best verb for each of these sentences? 
Use the word bank to help you. 

Bo                       on a dumpling. 

Bo and Evie                       through the windows. 

Everyone                        their wishes on the wishing tree.

Evie                       some coloured sweets. 

  bought     gazed     nibbled    hung

nibbled 

gazed

hung

bought  
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Dragons in the City Verbs 
Can you choose the best verb for each of these sentences? 
Use the word bank to help you. 

All of Bo’s family had                       together for a reunion dinner.

They                       boiling the dumplings just in time for the fireworks.

The next morning, Bo and Evie                       up full of excitement. 

Uncle Jian                       some money to the woman behind the stall and

                     two of the paper dragons. 

As they                       past the food stalls, Evie couldn’t believe her eyes. 

woke gathered passed finished took walked
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Dragons in the City Verbs Answers
Can you choose the best verb for each of these sentences? 
Use the word bank to help you. 

All of Bo’s family had                       together for a reunion dinner.

They                       boiling the dumplings just in time for the fireworks.

The next morning, Bo and Evie                       up full of excitement. 

Uncle Jian                       some money to the woman behind the stall and

                     two of the paper dragons. 

As they                      past the food stalls, Evie couldn’t believe her eyes. 

woke gathered passed finished took walked

gathered
 

finished
 

woke
 

passed
 

walked 
 

took
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Dragons in the City Verbs 
 Can you underline the verbs in the following text?

The next morning, Bo and Evie woke up full of excitement. When they 
got downstairs, they were each given some lucky red envelopes with 
money inside.

“Thank you!” they both said with huge smiles on their faces. 

Soon the family had arrived in the hustle and bustle of the festival. 

As they walked past the food stalls, Evie couldn’t believe her eyes. “There’s 
just so much to choose from!”

Evie bought some brightly coloured sweets and shared them with Bo as they 
looked around at the red and gold decorations. 

Can you now complete these sentences by adding in your own verbs?

They finished                            the dumplings just in time for the fireworks. 

The family                              their wishes on the tree. 

The dragon                                    down the street. 
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 Can you underline the verbs in the following text?

The next morning, Bo and Evie woke up full of excitement. When they got 
downstairs, they were each given some lucky red envelopes with money 
inside.

“Thank you!” they both said with huge smiles on their faces. 

Soon the family had arrived in the hustle and bustle of the festival. 

As they walked past the food stalls, Evie couldn’t believe her eyes. “There’s 
just so much to choose from!”

Evie bought some brightly coloured sweets and shared them with Bo as they 
looked around at the red and gold decorations. 

The following verbs are examples of answers that may be given. Please 
accept other verbs which also make sense.

They finished                            the dumplings just in time for the fireworks. 

The family                              their wishes on the tree. 

The dragon                                    down the street. 

boiling
 

hung

danced

Dragons in the City Verbs Answers
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